
Session 8% Medium A light, carbonated traditional mead. Easy drinking with a nice honey overtone.

Odin's Tears 14% Dry A unique dry mead made using a floral honey. Complex with an amazingly full mouthfeel.

Heritage 15% Semi-sweet Our first mead ever produced and our best seller. Oak aged with great honey flavor. It's 
that "traditional mead" flavor.

Feral 13% Semi-dry Made with our own strain of wild yeast captured and cultivated at the Meadworks. Citrusy 
with grapefruit up front and a light honey undertone.

Sweet Feral 12% Semi-sweet Semi-sweet version of Feral which allows us to bring more honey flavor in balance with the 
citrus taste.

Apple Mead 11% Dry Very crisp and light with prominent aromas of apple. A true dry cyser.

Staghorn 12% mid Made using local wild harvested sumac. The sumac brings a subtle light lemon balance to 
the honey, almost riesling-like.

Black Currant 12% mid Black currants from the Hudson Valley provide a pleasant fruity and tart flavor in 
combination with light honey notes.

Maple Mead 17% Semi-dry One of our most intriguing meads. Oak-aged and made with wood-fired maple sryup from 
Middleburgh, this acerglyn is smokey and carmelized.

Cherry Vanilla 13% Sweet Cherry Vanilla dessert mead. No further description is needed. Double-gold, Best NY 
Wine, Best Fruit Wine awards.

Pepper Mead 13% Semi-dry Initial spicy aroma with a slight heat. The mid-palate hilights the complex blend of peppers 
with a slow build of honey-heat on the finish.

Carbonated Apple
Mead 11% mid The classic "beesting". Aged for over 4 years, this mead is simply amazing with notes of 

honey, apples and oak. Available by the glass or growler.

Loki's Lure 11% Semi-dry Coffee & cacao mead with a coffee nose and mild coffee flavor. Balanced out by honey 
and a hint of cacao.

Brimstone & Fire 8% Medium A uniquely created mead crafted using hickory tea from Brimstone Creek Farm. The flavor 
is wonderfully smooth and smokey.

9 Daughters
Braggot 10% Dry Our collaboration with Serious Brewing. The nose is grapefruity hops. The aromas 

transition to the smooth mead and its florals before ending as a mild IPA.

Pillage! Brick by 
Brick 17% Dry

A mead custom designed for local hardcore band Brick by Brick! This is our strongest 
mead that is oak aged for extra time. Our goal was to come as close to a whiskey as 
possible.

Longship 12% Semi-sweet Our first semi-sweet traditional mead. Tailor-made for AleHorn.

Longship Maple 12% Semi-sweet Another in our AleHorn collection. This one is a semi-sweet maple mead. Seasonal.

Drakkar 12% Semi-sweet Our spiced AleHorn mead. Cinnamon, cloves, cardamom and a secret spice. Ideal for 
winter (served warm) or for all seasons chilled.

Valkyrie 13% Semi-dry Malt and grapefruit on the nose with mild hops. Initial flavor and full mouthfeel of mead 
that gets cut by the slight bitterness of the hops and finishes like a mild IPA. 

Odin's Potion 12% dry This is a zero residual sugar blend of our mead with 2 different Rieslings from the Finger 
Lakes. The mead brings tremendous body to the Riesling.

Classic Cider 7% Semi-dry Semi-dry hard cider. Very light and refreshing, almost like biting into a fresh apple.

Cherry Cider 7% Semi-dry Light and refreshing hard cider made with apples and NY cherries.

Maple Cider 7% Semi-sweet A semi-sweet hard cider made with Wilderhook Maple syrup from Middleburgh.

Cassis Cider 7% Semi-dry Hard cider made with black currants from the Hudson Valley. The currants add tartness 
and currant fruitiness.

Dry Cider 7% dry Our classic dry hard cider. Tart and crisp. Zero residual sugar.

Seasonal Cider 7%

Helderberg Meadworks Mead & Cider


